Warehouse Mobility
Efficient warehouse stock management
in the palm of your hand.

Effective management of stock on hand in the
warehouse, fast, accurate picking of customer orders
and timely, efficient processing of stock receipts are
critical for the operation of any warehouse.

Warehouse Mobility helps your team
complete warehouse tasks efficiently
and with greater accuracy.

Efficiency is achieved with
the guided processes for your
team to easily follow in each
of these three key areas:

Stocktake &
Stock Inquiry

Receipting
& Put-Away

Picking
& Packing

(including Bin Assignment)

Wireless stock receipting
and put away ensures stock
quantities are accurate and
products available for sale as
soon as possible.

Keep your customers happy
even at the busiest times with
accurate order picking, packing
and despatch.

 Direct interface with your
MomentumProERP database
(includes real-time access)

 Lot/Serial Tracking ability

 Real-Time visibility of levels

 Manage stock receipting,
both local and external including
freight charges all from the device

 Improve accuracy through
integrated barcode scanners
which result in reduced picking/
packing errors

Handheld real-time stock
inquires/updates and paperless
stock counts to maximise
efficiency.

 Create, manage and track
stocktakes from your device
supporting multiple team
members completing a
single stocktake
 Easily update Bin Locations
from your device including bulk
removal and smart defaults
setting primary/secondary
locations
 Easily access full stock inquiry
details including, images, bin
locations and user fields
 Stocktake capability for
consignment stores

 Finalise Put-away options
accurately and on the move

 Eliminate manual, duplicate and
time consuming data entry
 Record stock discrepancy
during the put-away process
to improve efficiency

 Ability to log stock discrepancy
on the go
 Assign pick slips to team members
based upon warehouse zones,
team member capability and
order priority
 Assign packing slips based upon
carrier and customer pick up times
 Merge multiple packing slips
together based upon delivery
address
 Guided process to ensure
inexperienced pickers and
packers can be productive even
during peak times

 Rolling stocktakes to minimise
disruption
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